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flibco.com connects Frankfurt Hahn Airport to Heidelberg
flibco.com continues its expansion in Germany by offering a new line from Heidelberg to
the airport of Frankfurt Hahn with stops in the cities of Mannheim, Ludwigshafen and
Alzey.
After the recent inauguration of its new line connecting Heidelberg to the airport of Baden-Aipark,
flibco.com announces now the upcoming opening of a new line from Heidelberg to the airport of
Frankfurt Hahn. Whether flibco.com already served the airport of Frankfurt Hahn from Nancy,
Frankfurt Main and Mainz, this new line will allow passengers to easily access the airport through its
5 trips a day.
The inauguration of this new line shows the desire of flibco.com to develop ever more its network
and thus offer passengers the comfort of these transfers to many airports, explains Paul de Muynck,
CEO flibco.com:
“every day, flibco.com is improving the lives of travelers by offering services adapted to their needs. In
2015, flibco.com assured transfers to more than 1.3 million passengers. flibco.com wants to develop
its offering across Europe to ensure a maximum of passengers a more enjoyable experience at
airports.”
Moreover, this new flibco.com line represents a major asset in the development and accessibility of
the airport, which welcomes up to 3 million passengers every year.
flibco.com, specialized in transfer to and from several airports, continues its healthy growth and
provides its customers a comfortable, safe and convenient journey with stops in front of the terminal
of the airports. An attractive and environmentally friendly way to get to the airport to board the
famous green buses plying the highways of Luxembourg, Germany, Belgium and France.

Press information
Product name:

flibco.com

Price:

from 5€

Frequency:

5 daily departures from Heidelberg

The advantages:
-

The busses stop in front of the terminal of the airport Frankfurt Hahn

-

The shuttles-schedules are adapted to the flight times

-

The bus stops are located in the city centers of Heidelberg, Mannheim, Ludwigshafen
and Alzey

Website to make reservations: www.flibco.com
Info line (for the readers):

Service Center Luxembourg: 900 75 700 (0,55/min)
Service Center Belgium:

070 211 210 (0,55/min)

Service Center France:

0970 441 433 (0,55/min)

Service Center Germany:

0-180 150 7570 (0,55/min)

Service Center Portugal: +351 261 95 10 10 (0,55/min)

Information not intended to the publication
About flibco.com:
The coaches flibco.com connect the cities of Nancy, Thionville, Metz, Maizières-les-Metz, Lille,
Luxembourg, Arlon, Bastogne, Namur, Marche-en-Famenne, Bruxelles, Gand, Bruges, Frankfurt Main,
Mainz, Morbach, Thalfang, Trier, Karlsruhe and Heidelberg to the airports of Luxembourg (LUX),
Charleroi (CRL), Frankfurt Main (FRA), Frankfurt-Hahn (HHN) and Baden-Airpark (FKB). In 2015,
flibco.com has carried more than 1.3 million persons over their whole network. The company
completes shuttles services in Belgium, in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, in France and in
Germany. All the coaches benefit from the latest technology and present the best carbon balance by
assuring the security of the travelers and an optimal comfort. flibco.com offers also, in collaboration
with “Iberocoach”, a service of transport starting from Luxembourg to France, Spain and Portugal
with a lot of stops in France. As a 100% Luxemburgish brand, flibco.com got the label “Made in
Luxembourg”.
About Frankfurt Hahn Airport
With its business model focused on both, passenger traffic and cargo, the airport of Frankfurt Hahn is
the 10th largest airport in passenger transportation in Germany, by transporting each year up to 3
million passengers. Regarding the cargo business, the airport of Frankfurt Hahn has reached an
operating record in 2011 with more than 286,000 tons of freight, which is the sixth largest airport in
Germany in transfer goods. In addition, Ryanair, Wizzair and Sunexpress airlines serve the airport.
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